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PICK ’N’ CRUISE
...select your boat choose itinerary and jump onboard!

Itinerary 1
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Ever since France won control of Corsica from Genoa, it has had a complicated
relationship with this fiercely independent Mediterranean island, located some
80 miles from its southern shore. Corsica has the power to surprise you. Rocky
and mountainous by reputation, it is also gloriously green, with two-thirds of
this other ‘emerald isle’ given to national parks. The Corsican’s approach to
looking after their island’s natural resources ensures a pristine environment for
exploring. The landscape’s flora, fauna and forests will delight your senses. The
snow-capped peaks in Spring will melt your heart. And away from Mother
Nature you can actively participate in some serious sunbathing, sightseeing,
shopping and serendipity. DAY1: Departure from Porto Cervo. Cruising through
the Islands. Dinner and docking in Bonifacio. Time for a magic night stroll in the
city narrow streets. DAY2: visit to Lavezzi and Cavallo. Docking and dinner in
the charming village of Porto Vecchio. DAY3: Punta Sperone. Feel like playing
Golf? There you can. Docking and dinner onboard in Propriano. DAY4: Departure toward Calvi. Stop at one of Nature's masterpiece, La Girolata. Docking in
Calvì and dinner at restaurant. DAY5: Visit of Calvì citadel and departure for a
swim by the Piana red cliffs. Overnight docking in Ajaccio. DAY6: Exploring
Ajaccio. CruiseSouth and Dockage at Cavallo. DAY7: Sea and Fun cruising back
to Porto Cervo where your driver is ready to take you to your hotel or airport.
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Itinerary 2
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Off the common paths of the Emerald Coast lies the true soul of Sardinia. In his
classic travel book Sea and Sardinia, D.H. Lawrence described it as "lost between
Europe and Africa, and belonging to nowhere."
Cruising south along Sardinia's west coast an amazing succession of macchiacloaked headlands cradled bays of unnatural blue and beaches backed by low

glamour

dunes and tall umbrella pines are on display. The west coast offers a little bit of
everything to cruisers. From small medieval towns to crazy beautiful beaches.
An unforgettable week living the sea and exploring the land from the unique
point of view of a comfortable cruising boat.
DAY 1: Porto Cervo and the Islands. Nature at its best. Anchorage and dinner
onboard under a beautiful starry sky. DAY2: Cruising north to have a look at
Corsica and the Islands. Anchorage and dinner in romantic Bonifacio. DAY3:
Heading West Sardinia. Anchoring for lunch at Isola Rossa. Overnight at anchor
in Stintino DAY4: Asinara National Park and the stunning white sanded stretch
of Stintino. Dockage and dinner in the catalan stronghold of Alghero. DAY5:
Exploring Alghero and surrounding areas. Anchorage at Asinara. DAY6: Tour of
Asinara National Park. Dockage at lovely Santa Teresa di Gallura and dinner at
restaurant. DAY7: cruise back to Porto Cervo. Water-sports stop at Porto Liscia.
Transfer to hotel or Airport.
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Itinerary 3
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Only a couple of hours from the glitzy resorts of the Costa Smeralda there's a
world apart. The east coast is Sardinia's best kept secret. Where nature and
beauty are whispered more than shouted. Where the dramatic coastline lures

flavors

cruisers to exploration and adventure. Where dolphins and seagulls are your
cruising companions. Just lay back and enjoy the lovely coastal resorts and
stretches of sands set against mountainous background of grey peaks and
overlooking the turquoise waters.
DAY1: Olbia and the Marine Reserve of Tavolara. Anchorage at Cala Brandinchi
and dinner in restaurant. DAY2: Wonderful Golfo di Orosei. Anchorage at stunning Cala Luna and dinner onboard. DAY3: Grotte del Bue Marino a sea cave
with fantastic underground formations. Overnight stop at Marina di Baunei,
dinner at Restaurant in S.M. Navarrese. DAY4: Cruising toward Villasimius. Stop
for lunch and then Cagliari for the night. Dinner at restaurant. DAY5: Shopping
and wandering around Cagliari, the charming capital of Sardinia. Overnight

scents

stay and dinner in Villasimius. DAY6: A close look at the coastline cruising
North. Dockage in the romantic village of Porto Ottiolu and dinner at restaurant. DAY7: Sea&Fun on the way back to Olbia. Goodbye to yacht and crew and
transfer to Hotel or Airport.
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